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Why shouldn’t I use a
home doppler?
If you saw someone
collapsed in the street
would you check their
pulse and walk away?
Or would you call
an ambulance?
The same goes for your baby, if you
notice a change in your baby’s regular
pattern of movement, they could be
unwell. Do not take the presence of a
heartbeat that all is ok.
If your baby is unwell or in distress
the only time something can be
done is when there is a heartbeat.
When there is no heartbeat
it is too late.
If you notice a change in
your babies regular pattern
of movement call your midwife.

Do not use your
home doppler
for reassurance
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Hello lovely readers!

This and
more!

EDITOR’S

LETTER

Firstly, I want to thank-you for your patience earlier
this year when we had to pause print for the first
time in our 9 years due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
It was also at this time that I am delighted to inform
you that I gave birth to my beautiful 6th child,
Joseph - our one and only boy! He is very much
loved by his 5 older sisters and has completed our family. (He even features
on the front cover of this issue thanks to JMC Photography!).

So here we are, the 9th anniversary of Mummy and Me Magazine! I am
also delighted share that later this year we are launching a sister publication
in North America (it’s all very exciting!). You can follow the journey by
finding ‘Family Hive Magazine’ on social media and you will certainly read
more about it on our own social media platforms and in future issues.
This is such a wonderful issue celebrating nine years of our award winning
magazine. Work is already underway on our next issue too (which features
our annual Christmas Gift Guide - a favourite with readers!). Enjoy this issue
and don’t forget to visit www.mummyandmemagazine.co.uk for more!

Michelle x

MICHELLE THOMPSON,
MAGAZINE FOUNDER & DIRECTOR
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Pregnancy

A-Z Pregnancy
of

lcohol – The Department of
Health, National Institute of
Health and Care Excellence
(NICE) and the Royal College of
Obstetricians & Gynaecologists
(RCOG), all recommend that during
pregnancy you should avoid alcohol
all together as this is the safest option for your
unborn baby. This is particularly the case during
the first 3 months of pregnancy because of a risk
of miscarriage. If you do opt to have a drink,
you should stick to one or two units of alcohol
(equivalent to a small glass of wine) once or twice
a week.
raxton Hicks – From around 33 weeks of
pregnancy (sometimes earlier), you may
become aware of your uterus tightening from
time to time. These are ‘practice contractions’
also known as Braxton Hicks. These
contractions will be irregular and infrequent. If
you notice more than 4 of these within the space
of an hour, if you are in a lot of pain or notice
any vaginal discharge, you should contact your
midwife.
olostrum – During pregnancy, your body
is preparing to produce milk for your baby.
Therefore your breasts may be tender and
sometimes from as early as week 14 your
nipples may begin leaking a substance
called Colostrum (first milk). If you do have any
concerns you should contact your midwife.
oula – A doula is a non-medical birth
companion who supports women and their
families during pregnancy, childbirth and
early parenthood. A doula can assist and
help a mother in many ways. Anyone in the UK
can hire a doula. Search online Doula Directories
or speak to your Maternity Hospital.
pisiotomy – Occasionally, during labour
a doctor or midwife may make a cut in a
woman’s perineum (the area between the
vagina and the anus) to allow a widening
of the vagina opening and to enable the
baby to be delivered more easily. Massaging the
perineum during the last weeks of pregnancy has
been shown to reduce the likelihood of a tear or
needing for an episiotomy.
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olic Acid – The Department of Health
recommends that women should take a
daily supplement of 400 micrograms of
folic acid while they are trying to conceive
and continue this dose for at least the first 12
weeks of pregnancy. Consult your GP for further
advice. There are many foods which also contain
folic acid including; brown rice, granary bread
and green leafy vegetables. Taking folic acid
is very important for the development of a
health foetus and can significantly reduce
the risk of neutral tube defects such as
spina bifida.
ums – Some women get swollen or
sore gums in pregnancy that may lead
to bleeding, ensure that you visit your
Dentist regularly.
eartburn – Many women experience
heartburn during pregnancy. It is
harmless, but can cause discomfort.
Antacids can be used during pregnancy.
Speak to your Midwife or GP for further advice.
tching – Because of the increased blood
supply, mild itching is common during
pregnancy. As the skin across your belly
stretches, it is also quite normal to
experiencing itching. Use moisturisers to
avoid the area becoming dry. There are rare
conditions such as Cholestasis (causing itching of
hands and feet amongst other areas), if you have
any concerns speak to your Midwife or GP.
oints – During pregnancy, your body
produces a hormone called ‘Relaxin’ which
(as the name suggests) relaxes your body’s
ligaments and joints. As things loosen, you
may experience joint pain. Some women develop
pelvic pain referred to as ‘Pregnancy-related
Pelvic Girdle Pain (PPGP) or Symphysis Pubis
Dysfunction (SPD). According the NHS, these
pains affect up to one in five pregnancy women to
some degree. Getting early diagnosis can
help minimise pain and avoid long-term
discomfort.
icks – Most women are first aware
of their baby’s movements from
around 18-20 weeks of pregnancy,

Pregnancy
Movements can be kicks, swooshes, flips or
turns (Hiccups however are NOT classed as
movements). The number of movements tends to
increase until 32 weeks when they will plateau. If
you notice an increase or decrease in your baby’s
regular movement pattern you should contact
your midwife.More information can be found at
kickscount.org.uk
ibido – Although for some, pregnancy can be a
time when they wish to refrain from sexual activity,
many women find that their sex drive increases.
Later in pregnancy, sex (and particularly
an orgasm) can set off contractions. It is
perfectly safe to have sex during
pregnancy. However your midwife or
GP will advise you to avoid sex if you’ve
had any heavy bleeding, or if your
waters have broken as this can increase
infection. For more information speak to
your GP or midwife.
aternity Leave – Statutory Maternity
Leave is 52 weeks, made up of; 26 weeks
‘Ordinary Maternity Leave’ and 26 weeks
‘Additional Maternity Leave’. You don’t
have to take 52 weeks, but you must take 2 weeks
leave after your baby is born. The earliest you can

start your leave is 11 weeks before your
due date. However your leave will also
start if your baby is born early or your
have a pregnancy-related illness in the 4 weeks
before birth. For further information on maternity
leave, rights and pay visit gov.uk/maternitypay-leave
ausea and vomiting in pregnancy
(NVP) is a common condition affecting
approximately 70% of pregnant
women. Remember to keep your fluid
intake up to prevent dehydration. Visit
pregnancysicknesssupport.org.uk or speak to
your GP or Midwife.
ptions – When it comes to where and
how you give birth, it is important to
remember that you have options. You
may decide to give birth at home, in a
midwife led unit, birth centre or delivery suite
in hospital. You also have options for; who you
would like present at the birth, what birthing
positions you would like to try, what pain relief
you would like to use and even options post
delivery such as who will cut the umbilical
cord. It is a good idea to explore your options
by speaking to your midwife.

mummyandmemagazine.co.uk
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Pregnancy
elvic Floor Exercises – Once you
have found out you are pregnant,
you should begin doing pelvic floor exercises
as they will lower your risk of experiencing
incontinence. To strengthen your pelvic floor
muscles, sit comfortably and squeeze the
muscles.. Try to do 3 sets of 8 squeezes a day.
uitting Smoking – The NHS claim that
in stopping smoking you will have less
morning sickness, fewer complications
in pregnancy, a reduction in the risk of
stillbirth, a reduction in the risk of cot
death and many other benefits. You can call the
NHS Smoking Helpline on 0800 0224 332 or
speak to your GP or midwife for advice.
ecipes – With the list of foods you should
avoid in pregnancy, you can find delicious
Pregnancy Recipes in the book ‘Eating for
two’ by Annabel Karmel.
iblings – Making siblings feel part of the
process is the best way to ensure that they
understand. Some parents choose to have
siblings announce the pregnancy with a
photo. Allow them to talk to ‘the bump’,
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perhaps let them help you pick items for their
nursery, wardrobe or even their name (if you’re
brave!). Once the baby is born, many parents
choose to have the new addition bring a gift for
their older siblings too!
ravel – Although flying is not thought to be
harmful to you or your baby, you should
discuss any health issues with a health
professional before booking your holiday. Also
keep up to date with current travel advisory due to
covid-19.
mbilical Cord – While the cord is still
pulsating, your baby is receiving their
placental supply of oxygen, nutrients and
increased blood volume. You may wish to
feature it in your birth plan along with who
you would like to cut the cord.
itamins – Alongside Folic Acid, vitamin
supplements are advised to be taken daily.
Eating a healthy diet is important to ensure
that you are getting the vitamins and
minerals that you need too.
hooping Cough Vaccination –
Pregnant women can help to protect
their baby by getting vaccinated against
Whooping Cough. For further
information and to book your
vaccination, speak to your GP surgery.
-rays – Ionising radiation is used
in x-rays so it is important to
advise you are pregnant if asked
to have an x-ray. Ultrasounds in
pregnancy do not use ionizing
radiation so are less of a health hazard.
oga – Keeping active in pregnancy
makes the changes to your body and weight
gain easier for you to adapt to. It can also
help with labour itself and to get your figure
back post-birth. You should always consult your
GP or midwife about any exercise regimes. Yoga,
Pilates and Swimming are great ways to safely
keep active during pregnancy.

Charity Registration Number 1145073

you and your baby
for reassurance

Charity Registration Number 1145073

www.kickscount.org.uk
www.kickscount.org.uk
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zzz – The change in hormone levels,
discomfort, frequent urination and other
factors can disturb your sleep. It is very
important for pregnant women to prioritize
sleep. Sleep on your left side to improve
the flow of blood and nutrients to your baby
and to your uterus and kidneys. For tips visit
sleepfoundation.org/sleep-topics/pregnancyand-sleep or speak to your Midwife.

With over 18 years midwifery and infant
feeding experience INFANTTS, Infant Feeding
& Tongue-Tie Specialists based in south
Liverpool offer a bespoke service to address
infant feeding problems.
INFANTTS specialist, Sarah
Mckie, is an experienced
midwife with over 18 years
specialist infant feeding
experience and is a member
of the Association of
Tongue-tie Practitioners UK.
The wider INFANTTS
team bring a wealth of
breastfeeding knowledge
and experience and are
passionate in supporting
mums (and dads) to feed
their baby.

If you are worried about your baby's
feeding take our online assessment
to see if your child may benefit from
a tongue-tie division

Our consultation includes a full assessment
of your baby’s tongue function and
appearance, tongue-tie division if required
and breastfeeding advice and support.

We are here for you and your baby
during the pandemic.
We are still running regular clinics at South
Liverpool NHS Treatment Centre, however there
are a few measures that we have put in place
to help keep our practice as safe as possible.
We continue to take protective measures against
Coronavirus and will strictly adhere to our infection
control procedures regarding physical contact, hand
washing, wearing aprons and use of gloves etc. Anyone
coming to our clinic is also required to wash their hands
thoroughly with soap and water or use alcohol-based
hand sanitiser went entering the building.
We also ask that just mum and baby come into the
treatment room and during the consultation we will
remain at least 2m apart where possible. Video support
can be utilised following the procedure if needed. When
booking to come and see us we will send you a Health
Questionnaire to clarify some of the measures put in place
and ensure we keep the our practice as safe as possible.

www.infantts.com/assessment

To book or for further information
call Helen on 07939 201760 or send us a message. For further
information regarding tongue-ties, local breastfeeding support
groups, and more about us and what we do,
please see - www.infantts.com

INFANTTS, South Liverpool NHS Treatment Centre, Liverpool, L19 2LW
& Ancoats Primary Care Centre, Manchester, M4 6EE

Is the Happiest Baby
one that

SNOOzes?
Mummy and Me Magazine Editor, Michelle Thompson,
reviews Happiest Baby’s SNOO Smart Sleeper.
Discovering, with newborn baby Joseph, why it is the
world’s most awarded baby bed.

I

think we can all agree that it would be
really handy to have an extra pair of
helping hands when you have a young baby!? The
exhaustion of parenting certainly ranks high in
what causes us so much stress. So when a smart
sleeper came to my attention that claimed to
offer a solution, as a busy parent-to-be, I wanted
to find out more!
SNOO by Happiest Baby, is described on the
happiestbaby.co.uk website as “your extra pair
of hands, helping 24 hours/day, 7 days/week! It
soothes your baby when you shower, cook, do
zoom calls…or need to get some sleep”.
In addition, it claims “SNOO adds 1-2+ hours of
sleep/night and automatically responds to fussing
- with soothing sound and motion - often calming
crying in under a minute!
And, SNOO’s extra-safe sleep sack keeps your
baby securely on the back, giving all the benefits
of swaddling...while preventing risky rolling.”
SNOO is based on over 20 years research by
America’s top pediatrician Dr. Harvey Karp,
creator of the 5 S’s for soothing baby, and author
of ‘Happiest Baby on the Block’. Dr. Harvey
Karp set to find a safe product that would
automatically calm crying and boost sleep.
SNOO wasn’t produced overnight, it was born
out of the hard work of top engineers and tested
by hundreds of parents, to produce what Karp
describes as “the smartest baby bed every made”.
The sensations that the SNOO provide for your
baby are likened to the sensations of the womb,
the safe, warm and familiar place that your baby
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has been used to. When SNOO detects crying, it
automatically chooses the best white noise and
‘jiggly motion’ to soothe the fussing – often in
under a minute!
Before choosing this sleeper for our new arrival,
like any technology that you’re not familiar with,
I had some reservations. I spoke to the team at
Happiest Baby to address these and I also later
learned from my own experiencing using SNOO,
that every small detail of this sleeper has been
carefully designed and researched.
My first concern was the motion. Watching
videos of SNOO, the jiggly motion can seem quite
extreme. However, it is important to remember
two things here. The first is that the motion of
SNOO was made to imitate the womb and the
Happiest Baby team advised that even the highest
setting of motion equates to Mum having a fast
paced walk when the baby is in the womb.
The second thing to remember (and was a real
selling point), is that SNOO is a sleeper that
works for YOU and YOUR baby. There are
many options/settings that
allow you to customise how
SNOO responds to your baby,
keeping you in control.
The accompanying SNOO
app allows parents to cap
the motion setting at
the level they feel most
comfortable. You can
change this at any point.
I felt most comfortable
with setting 2. This is
only a person preference

BIRTH & BEYOND
and every parents is different. The beauty of
SNOO is that this isn’t a “one fits all” product,
SNOO meets yours and your baby’s individual
needs.
The SNOO app advises “We completely
understand some babies won’t calm without
fast jiggling, but others don’t need it or like
it. That’s why we equipped the SNOO with a
couple of ways parents can keep the bed from
going too fast”.
Continuing “Safety is our top priority at
Happiest Baby. The motion is perfectly safe on
all levels of SNOO. Remember, in the womb your
baby had constant sound and constant motion
(when Mums breath their diaphragm presses
against the uterus, rocking the baby all night). For
example, think about a pregnant women walking
quickly down stairs or taking a hike.
Babies are very used to jiggling and it’s actually
calming for them. That’s why so many books
recommend bouncing on an exercise ball or going
for a car rise on a bumpy road.
At the fastest level, the SNOO platform only
moves 1/4 of an inch (0.6cm) back and forth,
imitating the jiggle in a Mum’s belly.”
In the weeks leading up to my delivery (so prior
to using SNOO), as someone who has breastfed
and always been very attentive to my other 5
children, I worried whether SNOO would ‘soothe
TOO much’?
Babies cry when they are hungry, need to be
changed, have wind, are unwell etc. SNOO isn’t
claiming to be a parenting alternative! SNOO offers
support for those ‘fuss’ times, for example, when
baby is stirring in their sleep, opens their eyes
and you’re not right there or when they have an
uncomfortable bubble of gas.
Having the experience of other baby beds with
my other children, I know too well the countless
times I have had to get up and see to a baby
whose basic needs have been met, they are
simply fussing. Those early hours of the morning
hushing a baby as I sway or rock, simply to get
them to settle back to sleep, so that I in turn
could also sleep. SNOO is the solution!
The experience I have had using SNOO over other
baby beds has literally been a game changer. I
have still had a successful breastfeeding journey

with my baby (SNOO
hasn’t hindered that – indeed he is a very
healthy weight), I have still felt like an attentive
mother, the difference this time round is that
I have had better rest and have seen my baby
develop a better and faster sleep pattern than his
older siblings did at the same age.
Although not an official Happiest Baby resource,
there are SNOO parenting groups on social media
that I found beneficial to be part of and found
filled with genuine testimonials on how amazing
SNOO had been for their families. They also
shared tips and experience on other aspects of
parenting. There is also excellent support on the
happiestbaby.co.uk website and their Customer
Care team are on hand to assist you with any
queries, any time.
The safety aspect of SNOO is evident from
the minute you unbox what is also a beautiful
designed piece of furniture that will look great in
any home. The mesh sides to SNOO give excellent
breathability, the accompanying swaddle system
secures your baby in the safe sleep position
making this a fantastic product to minimise
risk of S.I.D.S (Sudden Infant Death Syndrome)
providing used correctly as instructed.
Every tiny detail of SNOO has been cleverly
thought through and expertly designed. SNOO
sleep sacks come in small, medium and large. They
are a 5 second swaddle that attaches to SNOO with
specially designed wings that help keep babies on
their back. Cleverly featuring a double zip that
allows easy baby changes and made from super
soft 100% organic cotton in various designs.
Always tailoring their products to meet
individual needs, SNOO sleep sacks have arm
openings that unsnap, so whether baby sleeps
swaddled with arms in, or prefers arms out –
mummyandmemagazine.co.uk
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BIRTH & BEYOND
it’s the same product, simply tailored to your
requirements.
In addition, SNOO sleepers have
been given the International
Hip Dysplasia seal of approval
for healthy, growing hips. They
also feature breathable mesh at
shoulders and waist to reduce
overheating (again excellent in
minimising risk of S.I.D.S).
Many parents will understand
the stress caused by the most
simple of task such as taking
a quick shower or making
an important phone call
when you’re looking after a
baby. This is another great
advantage of SNOO! I found
through my own experience using SNOO, that
consistency is key (like many things in parenting).
If you can use SNOO for naptimes in addition to
night-times, then your baby will be more familiar
with SNOO, settle easier and bedtime becomes
much easier.
Initially, I didn’t use SNOO for naptimes during
the day and like many parents on the social
media groups, bedtimes were a little unsettled.
Once I switched to also using SNOO for
naptimes, bedtimes dramatically improved. The
added bonus was that SNOO was able to settle
24/7 (as Happiest Baby claim) and I could then
complete simple tasks MUCH easier. A bonus if
you’re working from home, or simply just desire
a hot cup of coffee with some staring out of the
window time.
There’s peace of mind that SNOO will only
attempt to soothe baby for a couple of minutes.
SNOO is designed to
‘time out’ if fussing
is not calmed in
this time and needs
YOU. When SNOO
times out, the
sounds and motion
will stop, and you
will receive an App
notification.
Happiest Baby
Customer Care
Team advise:
“Don’t wait for
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SNOO to ‘timeout’. When
SNOO calms fussing, it
usually happens within
60 seconds. So, if a
minute of faster rocking
has not worked, it
usually means your
baby is hungry or
uncomfortable”.
My baby was born during the pandemic, at a time
when restrictions were very tight. It meant I
didn’t have any additional help and I honestly feel
that SNOO made the postnatal period a lot easier.
The SNOO app is a great way of monitoring
your baby’s sleep pattern and when they tend
to wake for feeds. The app also alerts you to
changes you may witness at that stage of your
baby’s development and ways you might want
to try adjusting SNOO to meet the needs of your
growing baby. Part of this is ‘weaning mode’.
A concern I also had prior to using SNOO was
whether my baby would transition easily to a
cot, when all they had experienced was a baby
bed that provided secure swaddling, motion and
white noise. Would all the great work of the
SNOO be unravelled? That’s when ‘weaning mode’
comes in.
Following the advice and guidance of the SNOO
app which notifies you; “As your baby gets close
to 6 months, he’ll probably be ready to sleep in a
still – non-rocking – bed. That’s where the SNOO
app weaning setting helps a ton to set up an easy
transition to the crib.”
In weaning mode, SNOO gradually steps down
levels and if baby sleeps perfectly with weaning
mode for 3-4 nights, he’s likely to be ready to
transition from SNOO to cot. The Happiest Baby
product range also offers add-on items that ease
transition which you may wish to purchase when
your SNOO journey comes to an end.
The Happiest Baby Sleepea Baby Swaddle is for
use in a cot (not for use in SNOO). Again created
by Dr.Harvey Karp, this award winning baby
swaddle has many of the fabulous features your
baby is used to in their SNOO sleep sack.
SNOObear (available at happiestbaby.co.uk) will
soon become your child’s new favourite cuddly
buddy that plays the same magical sounds babies
love in SNOO, plus a few special new sounds…all

designed by Karp. Use out of reach for a clutter free,
safe sleep space, the SNOObear has 3 levels of volume,
a shushing timer, monitors 3 hours and responds to
fussing, conveniently attaching to your pram, car
seat or cot. Other great products can be found at
happiestbaby.co.uk
SNOO smart sleeper is the World’s most awarded
baby bed and having used it with my own baby, I can
certainly see why. It does come with a high price tag
at £1,145 including delivery and VaT (be certain to
check out the happiestbaby.co.uk website for offers).
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Visit happiestbaby.co.uk
for more information,
discount offers, expert
advice and more.

S

Is it worth the money? How much is good rest worth?
How much would you perhaps spend on additional
help? How important is it to you that your baby
sleeps safely? That’s something you need to decide
for yourself and with a no risk 30 day trial, you have
nothing to lose but in my opinion, everything to gain!

happiestbaby.co.uk
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Postnatal 			
Priorities
YOU
have needs too!

A

djusting to life after you have given birth
comes with its challenges. Other than
having your newborn to take care of, you
need to find the time to take care of yourself too.
The first six weeks after giving birth are the most
vital when it comes to obtaining the care both you
and your baby’s needs – this is often referred to as
postnatal care. Although most women find this
postnatal period uncomplicated, this isn’t always
the case.
For those who are struggling to cope with their
new way of life, it’s important to remember that
you are not alone. In fact, recent search data

finds that many new mothers are looking for the
same answers when it comes to post-pregnancy
self-care. According to data that measures the
UK’s interest for a particular topic online, searches
for ‘pregnancy self-care’ has spiked this year. This
suggests that more new mothers are seeking ways
to help find the adequate self-care needed.
Firstly, give yourself enough time to rest and
create some time to focus on yourself. It’s no
secret that raising a baby can be exhausting at
times and consume most of your day. However,
for those few hours you get spare, make sure to
put you and your mental health at the centre of
them - household chores can wait.
After giving birth, one topic on many mothers’
minds is how to lose the baby weight gained. So
much so, searches for the question ‘how long
does it take to lose baby weight?’ averaged 260
searches per month. Not only that, but hashtags
such as #postpartumbody has been used in
1,439,940 Instagram posts.
Don’t switch to a low-calorie diet, your body
needs high amounts of nutrition after giving birth.
Instead, introducing a comfortable exercise
routine, guided by the advice of your health
professional. This can help with your energy
levels and mood alongside weight loss. Avoid
processed foods as much as you can. Just like with
any diet, minimising the intake of high fats and
sugars from confectionary foods such as sweets,
cakes, or fast-food will help support your health.
(Don’t deprive yourself completely - a little treat
on occasion is fine).

happiestbaby.co.uk
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The World Health Organisation has suggested that
breastfeeding not only supports a baby’s health
but the mother’s health too. It’s thought that
women who breastfeed have less risk of developing
illnesses such as breast cancer, ovarian cancer, high
blood pressure, and type 2 diabetes. There is also
the added bonus that breastfeeding burns calories

			

BIRTH & BEYOND
too! Eat highfibre foods.
Including
fibre in our
diets has many
benefits –
post-pregnancy
or not. Fibre
foods can
reduce hunger hormones, helping you feel fuller
for longer.
While focusing on physical health, the importance
of supporting your mental health is often
overlooked. Take advantage of any support if you
need it, make sure you have someone that you
can talk to, and never hesitate to seek the advice
of a health professional. You will never be judged!
After giving birth, it is normal to feel overwelmed
by several emotions – from happiness to fear and
even sadness.

to as Postnatal Drepression (PND).
These feelings might not present themselves
immediately after birth you may find yourself affect
and are still just as important not to ignore. If you
think you are suffering PPD, the first thing to do
is to talk to your midwife, health visitor or doctor
about it. They can then decide what the best action
to take next is.
Useful websites for more help and information;
mind.org.uk
pandasfoundation.org.uk
tommys.org
nct.org.uk
pndsupport.co.uk
nhs.uk

Although having mood swings after giving birth
is normal, if you begin to feel sad so much so it
is affecting you daily, you may be suffering from
postpartum depression (PPD) sometimes referred

mummyandmemagazine.co.uk
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Exper t

Each issue we will be putting YOUR questions to our panel of experts.
This issue Steven Virtue, Fitness Development Manager at Total Fitness,
shares some top tips on post-natal exercise, from when it is safe to start, to
setting expectations and the best exercises to help you bounce back.

F

or some new mums, coming to terms with the
natural changes to their post-natal body can be
daunting, with many women struggling with
their body image after giving birth.

Regular exercise can help to promote mindfulness,
allowing you to destress and helps to clear your mind.

Luckily, a few small changes to your daily routine,
from quick workouts to regular, low-intensity
exercise, can help you to gain your confidence back
and can all be implemented into your lifestyle when
you feel ready to do so.

Before diving in and enjoying all the benefits
exercise has to offer, it is important to make sure
you are ready to begin exercising again. Pregnancy
and childbirth weaken your muscles, meaning they
need time to repair after your pregnancy. Exercising
too early, particularly in the first six weeks after
giving birth, can disrupt this process, leading to
further injury, of which can have long-term effects.
Therefore, it is advised you seek the advice of your
doctor before beginning post-natal exercise.

What should I expect from post-natal
exercise?
It is only natural that pregnancy changes your body.
Holding a growing baby for nine months can lead to
various different physical changes, from your hips
widening to changes in your skin. When starting
post-natal exercise, it is important to set realistic
expectations.
Trying to get your pre-natal body back is often
unrealistic and can become an unattainable standard,
so try not to put any pressure on yourself. Accepting
the changes your body has gone through is one of the
most important things you can do.
Post-natal exercises aren’t just a great way to lose
weight after pregnancy; they also hold various other
health benefits. Newborn babies are known to keep
parents up all night, meaning a good night’s sleep can
be hard to come by.
Regular exercise has been shown to improve the
quality of your sleep, meaning that, whilst you may
not be getting as much as you were before, the time
you do spend asleep will be deeper and more restful.
Exercise can also be great for stress relief. From
dealing with a crying baby to navigating your new life,
it can be quite a stressful and daunting experience.

14 |
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When can I start post-natal exercise?

Which post-natal exercises are the best?
Whilst any form of exercise will help you to lose
weight, there are some exercises that are particularly
effective for women after pregnancy:
Abdominal Exercises
Pregnancy and childbirth can weaken your
abdominal wall. Whilst rest will help these muscles
to recover, it is important to make sure they rebuild
their strength. Weak abdominal muscles can lead
to lower back pain later in life. However, some
simple abdominal workouts can help to strengthen
your abdominal wall, lowering the risk of injury and
helping to tone up your abs.
Common ab exercises like sit ups, crunches and
toe touches are all easy and effective ways to work
out your abdominal wall and strengthen your abs.
Without the need for a gym or equipment, you can
do these workouts in the comfort of your home in as
little as 15 minutes, meaning they are easy to fit into
your schedule.

BIRTH & BEYOND
Pelvic Floor Exercises
Whilst pregnant, your baby is supported partially
by your pelvis. This pressure can weaken your pelvic
floor, of which can lead to the weakening of bladder
control during and after a pregnancy. This may feel
embarrassing for some women, but it’s completely
normal and is easy to control with a few simple daily
exercises.
Often referred to as Kegel exercises, these will help
to strengthen your pelvic floor. You should aim to
tense your pelvic floor muscles on and off for a few
short periods, tensing for a few seconds each time.
This exercise can be done discreetly, meaning you
can do it several times a day no matter where you are.
Yoga
Yoga comprises both physical and mental benefits,
making it a perfect post-natal exercise. It combines
a variety of different stretches and moves, all of
which help to tone up your body. Moves like the
cat cow, planks and squats can all help to burn fat
and tone muscles across your body. It is also very
low impact, stopping any injuries and promoting
increased flexibility.

Walking also allows you to be outside in the fresh
air. The combination of fresh air and vitamin D
from the sun can help to reduce tiredness and
improve sleep quality. Walking is also a great way
to spend time with your baby and let them see the
great outdoors - all you need is a pram, and you can
go on any adventure you like together.
So, if you’re looking to start exercising again after
your pregnancy, following this simple guide will
help you to do it in the most effective way.
About Total Fitness
Total Fitness is the leading mid-market health
club brand in the North. Total Fitness provides a
full-service fitness offering both in club and online;
guided by knowledgeable and supportive fitness
teams, the brand works hard to meet the evolving
needs of its members.
For more information, visit: totalfitness.co.uk

Yoga also promotes mindfulness. As it is based
around breathing, this can be a great way to help
destress and take a much-needed moment to
yourself. Whether you’re attending a yoga class,
like those offered at Total Fitness, or following a
YouTube video, the combination of stretches and
breath control provide a true whole-body workout.
Whatever stage your
baby is at, Metanium
is here for you. Our
products are specially
formulated to both treat
nappy rash and help
prevent it.

Walking
It may sound simple, but walking is a great form of
low-intensity exercise. Walking is very versatile as
you can choose your route based on the difficulty
you’re looking for. Whether you’re on a quiet stroll
through your local park or climbing up a tall hill,
walking is an effective way to increase your heart
rate and lose fat.

Metanium – here for every change

www.metanium.co.uk
Visit the website for tips, advice and
our latest news
Metanium Nappy Rash Ointment is a medicine.
Always read the label.

mummyandmemagazine.co.uk
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BIRTH STORIES

Welcome to the World
Luna Sarah Mason
Brittany shares her
experience giving birth to
beautiful daughter Luna.
Words: Brittany Mason

A

f ter feeling pretty rubbish with 24 hour
morning sickness throughout the entirety
of my pregnancy, the night before my due date
I actually felt okay. So my lovely husband Ben
suggested a takeaway which for the first time in 39
weeks and 6 days - I devoured!
The following morning, I had what I thought was
a really gurgling stomach (which I blamed on the
takeaway from the night before!). I told Ben, but it
seemed ease, only to keep returning and going.
Ben suggested it might be a
good idea to get checked out at
the hospital, unbeknown to me
he'd been timing my 'gurgles'
and they were getting closer
together and lasting longer. I
was certain that it was nothing
more than stomach pains.

“

I knew I wanted to try to have my baby with
minimal interventions and the midwives supported
me 100 percent, so I was moved to a room with a
birthing pool which I hopped in to.
By now the gurgles had become twinges and
I was told I was in active labour! Everything
happened so quickly but I kept thinking about
the hypnobirthing breathing techniques we
had researched and had
Ben there to help with
happened so
everything I needed.

Everything
quickly but I kept thinking
about the hypnobirthing
breathing techniques we had
researched

He finally convinced me to go to the hospital to get
checked out. I was skeptical thinking; as a first time
mum, coming in on my due date, they were bound
to send me home. So I insisted that we stopped off
for a Subway sandwich along the way, should we be
waiting around for a long time.
Less than half an hour later I was getting checked
out by a lovely student midwife who said I was
3cm dilated and when I was having my 'gurgles',
which were getting a bit stronger, they were
actually contractions sending me easily to between
4 and 5cm!
At this point I think I was still in a bit of denial!
I had no real pain, my waters hadn't broken and
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there were none of the other signs of imminent
labour I had been told to look for.

mummyandmemagazine.co.uk

About 25 minutes later I
was told I would be having
a water birth as it was too
late to safely get me out, all
the while me dreading the
pain that would surely come as I could hear other
women in distress down the corridor.

”

I was offered pain relief, however knowing I
hadn't been there long and not in too much
discomfort (thanks
to the hypnobirthing
techniques), I didn't want
to take anything too
soon should I later feel
more of a need to.
A few minutes
later, I had this
overwhelming urge
to push, the midwife

BIRTH & BEYOND
encouraged it but I was so worried because my
waters hadn't broken yet and I was concerned if I
pushed too soon I could do some damage.

We had minimal intervention so it was a very
private occasion, despite delivering in a hospital.

We were encouraged to have as much skin to
Nevertheless I felt a pop (which was my waters
skin contact with Luna as we wanted in the hours
breaking) and pushed when it felt right. "Well
after birth, she had delayed cord clamping and we
done honey, that's the head!" my lovely student
had plenty of support to establish breastfeeding.
midwife said, I looked at
Overall it was a really fantastic
my husband and we were
My next contraction came, experience.
just in shock!

“

I pushed again and there in
my baby!

My next contraction came,
the water was
I pushed again and there in
the water was my baby! The
midwife encouraged Ben to lift our tiny baby out of
the water and to tell me and the midwife the sex of
our baby.
Luna arrived after 49
minutes of active labour at
2.40pm on her due date,
weighing 7lbs 5oz, she had
the most beautiful, calm
welcome to the world I
could ever have imagined.
MaMHalfPageAdvertLoveveryAMENDED1.pdf
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If you would like to sha
re
your birth
or real-life story,
contact our team

info@
mummyandmemagazine
.co.uk

09:34

Designed by experts
& delivered every
2–3 months for
ages 0–3yrs
Stage-based play essentials for your
child’s developing brain.
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Follow us @lovevery.europe

Sign up for emails at lovevery.co.uk to hear about exciting
product updates, learn from our child development experts, and more.
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'We see many
uncomplicated,
As physiotherapists
wepain
bring our
free pregnancies.
However,
we
are
also
extensive knowledge of anatomy,
experienced
in
treating
antenatal
spinal
and
fitness and evidence based practise
pelvic dysfunction
and
can offerof
a Women's
range of
to deliver you
a selection
physiotherapy
interventions'
Health Services
under one roof.

Obstetric Physiotherapy
Diastasis Recti
Stress Incontinence
Postpartum Physio Check
Pre & Postnatal Pilates*
*Babies Welcome

' We see many uncomplicated,
pain free pregnancies. However,
we are also experienced in treating
antenatal spinal and pelvic
dysfunction and can offer a range
of physiotherapy interventions '

Book in for your

Mummy MOT
detailed
postnatal check

£10 discount
with this advert

- Sarah Johnson Clinic Director

Non Surgical
Pelvic Floor Solutions

0151 724 2060 (South Liverpool)
0151 924 4553 (North Liverpool)

info@thephysiotherapycentre.com
www.thephysiotherapycentre.com
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World leading breastfeeding
brand, Medela has launched a
new, compact and super-efficient
single electric breast pump,
introducing the Solo. A favourite
for mums globally, the iconic
Swing Flex has been reborn with
a sleek new look, with even more
features to keep single pumping
simple, fitting into mum’s life as
easy as it does her handbag!
Medela | Solo Single Electric
Breast Pump |Introductory offer
£111.99 (30% saving) | Available
exclusively at John Lewis.

Bravado Designs have introduced the
truly revolutionary Pose Underwire Bra.
The clever hidden underwire has a unique
stretch and flexibility, providing the
wearer with the closeness and support
of an underwired bra without any of the
discomfort it is traditionally known for.
Seamless and soft with 360° stretch fabric
that adapts to every fluctuating body
shape, Pose is truly a bra like no other.
Bravado Designs | Pose Bra | RRP:
£35.00 uk.bravadodesigns.com/
products/pose-underwire-bra

Sealions is focused on providing affordable
and top-quality wellness products, offering
a year supply of vitamins for £5 across a
selected range. Sustainability is at the heart
of Sealions, as it strives to lead the way for an
environmentally conscious future in the fight
against single-use plastic waste, providing all
vegan and cruelty-free products in plasticfree packaging sealions.com

Secret Saviours is simply the best
insurance against pregnancy
stretch marks. The unique clinically
proven system works completely
differently to any other, with 82%
of users getting no stretch marks
at all. The Secret Saviours 3-step
system is a dream to use, the
natural and beautifully scented
cream and gel are packed with
collagen-boosting Centella Asiatica
and a joy to rub on your bump,
and the Secret Saviours underwear
provides reassuring support as your
little one grows. The packaging is
all sustainably made and comes
in a perfect gift box – ideal for
pregnant friends and loved ones
too. secretsaviours.com - band or
briefs set RRP £90
*All prices correct at time of print.

Individually designed, handmade
baby gifts by BABY GREEN.
Everyone can appreciate bright
colours and stylish fabrics with
both William Morris and Liberty
prints. See the full range at
thatgirlingreen.com/
handmade-baby-green

mummyandmemagazine.co.uk
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Monitor Baby’s Breathing Motion - All Nanit
Pro cameras will now include a small Breathing
Band (0-3M) to track baby’s breathing motion in
real-time.
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Crystal Clear Day and Night Vision - Get the
best overhead view of your baby’s crib day or
night with 1080P HD color video and digital
zoom.

P

ONS

The Nanit Pro tracks your baby’s sleep, breathing
motion, captures precious memories and provides
parents with personalised guidance to help their
baby sleep better and feel confident when putting
their baby in their crib. The next generation
Nanit Pro features a sleek new slimmer design
and delivers parent-approved enhancements to
Nanit’s award-winning camera including:
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anit is on a mission to support the
journey of parenting. The Nanit family
of award-winning products keep
parents connected and informed while providing
personalised insights and guidance to support
their baby’s sleep and well-being.
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Most Comprehensive
Smart Baby Monitor The Nanit Pro

S

BIRTH & BEYOND

Enhanced Connectivity and Security - An
upgraded chipset allows for faster processing and
the highest quality real-time video display as well
as added security and on-board storage.
Superior Audio and Sound - Improved internal
speaker delivers higher quality sound and audio
for features including two-way talk, white noise
and nature sounds, background audio and realtime sound notifications.
“As we expand the Nanit brand in 2021 and
beyond, Nanit Pro will serve as our flagship
product delivering on our mission of supporting
the parenting journey through lifestyle products
that connect parents to their baby’s well-being,
memories and overall development,” said Sarah
Dorsett, CEO at Nanit.
The Nanit Pro smart baby monitor starts at
£299 and includes a Nanit Pro camera, wall
mount with cable management system, and a
small Breathing Band. The Nanit Pro Complete
Monitoring System starts at £379 and includes

BIRTH & BEYOND
a Nanit Pro camera, wall mount or floor stand,
multi-stand for on-the-go and a small Breathing
Wear band and swaddle.
All purchases of the Nanit Pro camera include a
free 1-year subscription to the Nanit Insights app
for personalized sleep guidance and Memories
feature to capture and share your little one’s
precious moments.
“ This is the most advanced baby monitor I have
used. The Nanit Pro not only provides peace
of mind that I can be alerted to when my baby
is crying, I also get to use the two-way talk to
soothe him and tell him that Mummy is on her
way.

Joseph and Editor of Mummy and Me Magazine.
The Nanit Pro camera is available for presale now
on Nanit.com and will be available at national
retailers including Amazon, John Lewis, Mamas
& Papas and more beginning in April.
To purchase a Nanit Pro camera or learn more
about Nanit’s smart baby products, visit
nanit.com and follow Nanit on Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram.

The added benefit of having the Breathing Band
means that I can be confident that my baby is
sleeping safely. Being able to check in on him
through the app on my phone to watch over him.
Having the wall mount to later convert the
Nanit into a security device after it has served its
purpose as a baby monitor, means it is a fantastic
investment!” Michelle Thompson, Mummy to

loveroo.co.uk
mummyandmemagazine.co.uk
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Lovevery Play Kits for babies
(0–12 months) include toys and
tools for building new neural
connections and practicing
fine and gross motor skills. The
Play Kits for toddlers (months
13- 24) support a child’s
natural curiosity by building
new skills and encouraging
exploration. The Play Kits for
two-year-olds (25–36 months)
encourage a child’s budding
independence and teach early
science and math lessons.
All Lovevery Play Kits also
include Montessori-inspired
board books with real images
and stories of real people,
along with a Play Guide that

Stunningly different dress
up costumes, perfect
for Halloween -available
from Kidly.co.uk

The Happy Day Big Cooker Play
Kitchen has an abundance of real
life looking features, making it
perfect for all budding young chefs.
- £119.99 woodentoyshop.co.uk

includes expert research, child
development info, at-home
activity ideas, and ways to
play. The range of Play Kits
was created from years of play
studies, prototype testing and
consulting with leading child
development experts.
The Play Kits program
subscriptions start at £40 per
month, with flexible payment
options. Lovevery personalises
each subscription to a child’s
birth date/adjusted birth date
and families keep the kits for
more advanced learning and
play as a child grows.
lovevery.co.uk

Leading baby brand Nuby’s Cloud &
Star Nursery range.   The cute, snuggly
collection is ideal for parents-to-be who are
preparing for the arrival of their new baby
and getting the nursery ready.   It comes in
soft, dreamy colours and would also make
a lovely gift to new parents from family
and friends.   The soothing range has been
designed with the developmental needs
of babies in mind, and includes: Cloud &
Star play gym, Cloud & Star inflatable seat
– helps to teach baby to sit upright, Cloud
& Star comforter, Cloud & Star pram toy,
Cloud & Star cot mobile, and Star tummy
time pillow. Learn more at Nuby-uk.com
*All prices correct at time of print.
mummyandmemagazine.co.uk
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Business

&Babies
Mary Poppins

to Mother Nature

Now more than ever, parents are needing to fit
work around their children. Cee Rainey shares
how her move into Motherhood prompted
her to write a book based on her experiences
navigating the challenges of being a parent.

Words: Cee Rainey

I

wrote ‘All the Small Things, Everything I
picked up as a Nanny & a New Mummy’
about the struggles of surviving and thriving
the first year of parenthood. Motherhood is really
lovely and lonely all at the same time.
From my days as a professional career nanny, I
had the practical things down, and knew what
was coming on the physical side of things. But
what threw me, once I had my own baby, was
the emotional and mental side of Motherhood,
especially the havoc hormones play with daily
events and mental health.

to feel this way or that
sometimes and it shall pass.
We all just need a boost
from others who have gone before us , even
if its to know that it’s not always smooth sailing
with your baby.
As well as practical tips I touch on taboo subjects
of motherhood, like, expectations, judgements
and pressures we all feel but don’t talk about.
Emotions I too have found myself battling.

I’ve designed my book, so
“ Every mum has a story, parents can dip in and dip
The book came about
of it, to read when they
through conversations,
and I’m just sharing mine, out
need. It’s not meant to be
observations, frustrations,
hoping someone can learn read chronologically. It’s
and jubilations of being
more of a conversation than
a mother. It occurred to
something from it.”
a guide or manual.
me, ‘ I can help with what
others are struggling with,
Every mum has a story, and I’m just sharing mine,
be it calming and reading a crying baby, as I
hoping someone can learn something from it.
know what to do. To Post Natal Depression and
Anxiety, as I know what thats like!
Mums can find me and many
other blogs that didn’t make
I started to write blogs, while my baby slept.
the book on my website,
It was my self love time as I enjoy sharing my
allthesmallthingsbook.com
experience and experiences, hoping that it could
or buy the ebook and paperback
help out another mum who might be feeling
on Amazon worldwide.
overwhelmed as I was at times. To reassure them
that , they’re doing a good job, it is normal
Year Two to follow ….
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Meet the Mumpreneur
behind
Words: Michelle Thompson

N

ine years ago, I was a first-time Mum
attending every baby class I could find,
researching weaning recipes, gaining
advice from professionals, and generally getting
absorbed into Motherhood.
I realised that it would be so much easier if
all the information I needed was at hand. So,
with a background in graphic design and having
worked in publishing, I had enough knowledge
to begin the groundwork of a possible parenting
publication.
A designer friend of mine helped me out, I used
every contact and resource I had at my disposal
to see if I could actually make my idea become
a reality. I conducted research amongst parent
friends and spoke to many health and education
professionals.
Finally, in May 2012 I walked into my employers
office to discuss my return to work after my
maternity leave. Instead of discussing my new
house, I handed over an ultrasound scan of
my second daughter and the first ever copy of
Mummy and Me Magazine. It was official! I
was doing this! It wasn’t a whim, there was no
going back, I was handing in my notice to become
self-employed and launch a new publication.
The years ahead came with many challenges
and also many successes. Mummy and Me
Magazine has featured some incredible stories,
people and businesses, we have won several
awards, partnered many baby shows, featured on
other media platforms…and amidst it all, I have
gone on to have a further five children since the
publication began.
Of course, my dream would not have become
possible had it not been for you – the reader,
the advertiser, and every other person who has

believed in and supported
me along the journey.
We’re celebrating our ninth
anniversary! In addition, we are so delighted to
announce that later this year we are launching
a second publication across the pond in North
America! (It’s all very exciting).
To celebrate, we bring you a fantastic
competition in partnership with Cheeky
Rascals. One lucky winner has the chance to
win a range of parenting products.
It’s great to be joining forces with Cheeky
Rascals for this competition, as they too are a
business launched by a Mum.
As a new mum working and living in France, Selina
Russell found lots of innovative parenting products that were unavailable in the UK. Her friends
clearly agreed! With each trip back home, she
found herself sourcing various bits and pieces for
her fellow new mums. Turning this in to a business
seemed an obvious next step. Soon enough, armed
with a few leaflets, a van full of products and a gut
full of ambition, Cheeky Rascals was born.
Selina is now a well-known, respected member
of the nursery industry and sits on the board of
the Baby Products Association (BPA), the voice of
the baby and nursery products industry in the UK.
One lucky winner will bag a Buggyboard, Potette
Plus, Izmi Essential Wrap and Fred Safety Starter
Kit (combined prize worth over £100!) from
CheekyRascals.co.uk

To enter this competitions and others, visit

mummyandmemagazine.co.uk
and enter on our Competitions page
mummyandmemagazine.co.uk
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Pasta, Pesto &
Chicken Salad

Annabel Karmel’s
Lunchbox Lovelies

Annabel Karmel hasn’t just produced
fantastic weaning recipes, there are a
whole host of family meals and meals
for expectant Mums which can be
found at annabelkarmel.com
Annabel’s NEW Digital Weaning Course
is now available with Exclusive March
offer. Start your baby’s food journey
with Annabel Karmel’s complete
Digital Weaning Course. Designed
in collaboration with the Early Years
Nutrition Partnership and its expert team
of registered dietitians and nutritionists,
Annabel’s step-by-step online audio
course provides you with the right
information you need to feed your baby
confidently.
Complete with videos, printable
downloads, meal planners and 100 NEW
nutritious recipes, the course is set-up to
fit around you.

Pasta, Pesto & Chicken
Salad
If you’re looking for
a cheesy treat this
lunchtime, then add
mozzarella to this
delicious Pasta, Pesto &
Chicken Salad.
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Cook Time: 20 minutes
Makes: 4 portions
Ingredients:
Pasta salad
2 red peppers, diced
200g fusilli pasta
75g sun blushed
tomatoes, chopped
1 cooked chicken breast,
diced
25g spinach, chopped
A little Parmesan cheese,
shaved or grated
Dressing
4 tbsp fresh pesto
1 tbsp rice wine vinegar
1 tsp caster sugar
Method
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Preheat the oven to
220C / 425F.
mummyandmemagazine.co.uk

Toss the peppers in a
little oil and season.
Place in a roasting tin
and roast for 15 to 20
minutes until tinged
brown.
Meanwhile, cook the
pasta in boiling water
according to the packet
instructions. Drain and
refresh in cold water.
Put the pasta, peppers,
tomatoes, chicken and
spinach into a bowl.
Mix all of the dressing
ingredients together,
then pour over the
pasta. Season, then add
the Parmesan.

Vietnamese Rice Paper Rolls with
Chicken
For a healthy lunchbox snack, these
Vietnamese Rice Paper Rolls with
Chicken are full of crunchy veggies.
Serve with some peanut dipping
sauce for extra flavour.
Dairy-free & Egg-free
Prep Time: 30 minutes
Cook Time: 5 minutes
Makes: 8 Wraps

Vietnamese Rolls

Method
Put the noodles into a bowl. Cover
with boiling water and stand for 5
minutes. Drain and roughly chop.
Mix the sweet chilli sauce, vinegar
and garlic together in a bowl. Add
the chicken and season.

Ingredients
Filling
50g vermicelli noodles
1 cooked chicken breast, sliced
2 tbsp sweet chilli sauce
1 tsp rice wine vinegar
1 small garlic clove, crushed
1 carrrot, grated
1 bunch of spring onions, sliced
5cm piece cucumber, sliced into
batons
8 rice paper wraps
Sauce
1/4 red chilli
1 clove garlic, crushed
3 tbsp peanut butter

EARLY YEARS
150ml water
1 tbsp soy sauce
1 tbsp brown sugar
2 tsp rice wine vinegar

Soak the wraps for 30 seconds in a
bowl of hot water.
Put one rice paper wrap on a dry
plate. Top with some of the noodles,
sliced chicken and vegetables. Roll
up to make a cigar shape. Repeat
with the remaining ingredients. Slice
each on in half.
To make the peanut sauce. Heat
1 teaspoon of oil in a saucepan.
Add the chilli and garlic and fry
for 30 seconds. Add the remaining
ingredients and whisk over the heat
until smooth. Leave to cool. Serve as
a dipping sauce with the wraps.

FOOD NEWS
Take the Gruffalo along to
school with these delicious
Tomato & Herb snacks. We
are sure they will go down a
treat, but if this flavour isn’t a
favourite with your little
monsters then there is also BBQ and
Cheese and Onion to choose from!
Organix Gruffalo Claws. RRP £2.00 multipack
BEPPS are a ‘better for you’
and affordable alternative
to crisps – they’re vegan,
gluten free and always 90
calories or less per serving
(from 80p per pack).
BEPPS also give back to
their community, donating
to food banks locally and
nationwide and sponsoring
children in education
in Africa. Available
from all good retailers beppssnacks.com

Providing prepared, not processed food for children
aged 6 months to 4 years, Mamamade aims to
make mealtimes easier and more accessible for
parents without sacrificing on taste and nutrition.
With parents going back to work, Mamamade’s
convenient subscription model means parents can
select a bundle and frequency that suits their needs
and have it delivered directly to their doorstep for
fuss-free mealtimes.
Each Mamamade product is home-cooked, organic,
plant based, healthy and flavourful - so you can be
confident you’re feeding your children a diet that is
prepared, not processed. mamamadefood.com
mummyandmemagazine.co.uk
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ruit Bowl’s #5in5 Let’s Go Outside Campaign,
shares 10 fun and simple activities to help
parents get little ones outdoors, happy and
healthy.
As a team of parents themselves, Fruit Bowl know
how difficult it is to think of things to get children
outdoors as we leave Summer behind, so to give
parents a helping hand, they are sharing 10 fun,
exciting and simple activity sheets to keep little ones
entertained, happy and healthy. The challenge is, can
parents do five activities in five days?
The activity sheets for all of the #5in5 ideas
are available on the website fruit-bowl.com
to download and/or print, and list step by step
instructions, as well as everything you need to
complete the activity.
Fruit Bowl’s #5in5 Let’s Go Outside Tips:

1. Make a maze using sticks
It’s great fun to try and find your way out of a maze.
Build one in your garden and challenge a friend
to solve it! Collect a heap of sticks, leaves or grass
clippings to start. Then carefully plan out your maze
on the ground. Will you include a dead end or two to
make it more confusing? For a bigger challenge, wear
a blindfold and get your friend to steer you through
the maze with their voice.
2. Build a garden den
There’s nothing better than making a secret camp
in your garden! Find a good spot and decide how to
build your perfect den. Blankets or sheets make a
good roof, and your walls could be chairs, a clothes
drier, a nearby bush or tree, or even the garden fence!
Will you need a rug on the floor, and cushions to
make it comfy? All you need now are some books,
toys and snacks to complete your den!

5. Play chalk games
Get creative and use coloured
chalk to create fun games on
your drive or the pavement. Draw
a long, wiggly line and see if you can
follow it right to the end or create a giant target and
see if you can throw a beanbag or small toy into the
centre. Play a supersized game of noughts and crosses,
or better yet, create your own obstacle course with
instructions written in chalk at each stage.
6. Build an obstacle course
Challenge your strength, speed and balance with an
obstacle course in the park or your garden and use
your imagination to come up with some physical
feats! Can you race a friend while holding a ball
between your knees, then hula hoop 10 times and
finish with a sack race? Try and include different
kinds of activities – crawling, skipping, balancing
and throwing!
7. Make your own treasure map
Hide a secret object somewhere in the garden or your
neighbourhood, and then draw a map to help someone
find it. Make sure you include lots of helpful drawings
so that the map reader understands where to go. Plot
out the route to take them from where they are to the
treasure. Will you need labels, a compass and a key on
your map? (Or use a Treasure Trails map as the base for
your route!)
8. Bury a time capsule
A time capsule is a box of objects that you bury for
years and years for someone to find in the future. You
can put in a few objects that you like, or are popular
today, or write a list of things about the current time.
Make sure you include something that shows today’s
date too. One day, someone will open the box and
learn what it was like being you in the year 2021!

3. Get crafty outdoors
Crafts are always fun, and making things is even more
exciting outdoors. Will you decorate stones and use
them in a game? Or build a sculpture out of boxes and
packets from the recycling? Another fun thing to try
on a sunny day is to set out some toys on a big sheet of
paper and draw around their shadows.

9. Follow the clues
Create a set of clues for someone to follow around
your house and garden. Each clue should tell the seeker
where to look for the next one. Don’t make them too
easy, it’s more fun if you have to figure out the answer.
Clues that are hidden out of sight are harder to find.
After 10 clues, give the finder a fun reward!

4. Do a Scavenger Hunt
Test your powers of observation by hunting for
everyday sights. Create your own scavenger hunt map,
or use a Treasure Trails map to decide a route and see
how quickly you can find designated things along the
way! This is a great way to add fun to a family walk,
and you can also play in your garden; search for small
things like insects, plants and special stones.

10. Set up an outdoor kitchen
Cooking outdoors makes everything taste better –
and it’s OK to make a mess! Decide whether you
want to make real food, or invent a pretend recipe
with things from around your garden – leaves, petals,
water and soil, although be sure to keep an eye on
what your little one gets hold of! Serve up and dig in.
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This September, award winning
educational toy brands, VTech and
LeapFrog, are injecting some fun into
learning. Designed to support children’s
development and encourage learning
through play, little ones can enjoy
discovering letters, numbers, music and
much more!
The VTech Challenger Laptop features
40 curriculum-based activities including
English, maths, music and basic French.
This slim laptop with 40 curriculumbased activities also includes a fun quiz
show styled game.
VTech Challenger Laptop | 4 Years +
£32.99 Available on Argos, Smyths
Toys Superstores, Amazon

Unlike any other product on the
market the Nitty Gritty NitFree
Comb is the only head lice product
to remove not only the smallest head
lice as well as the nits (the empty egg
cases) but also, most importantly,
it even removes the unhatched 'live'
head louse eggs which are the main
cause of repeated infestations.
The Nitty Gritty NitFree Comb
serves a whole family – and can be
used without any nasty chemicals.
It works brilliantly with any ordinary
hair conditioner, and even better
when teamed with Aromatherapy
Head Lice Solution and Conditioning
Defence Spray from the range. One
comb is all you need and it will last
you a lifetime! £9.99 at nittygritty.
co.uk and from major retailers.

The VTech Touch and Learn Activity
Desk is a 4-in-1 writing pad, kids’ desk,
blackboard and art station. Kids can
touch, draw, write and learn with the
interactive desktop and stylus.
VTech Touch & Learn Activity Desk |
3 years + £49.99 Available on Argos,
Smyths Toys Superstores, Amazon
Black Artists Shaping the
World, a celebration of 26
contemporary Black artists
from Africa and the African
diaspora. A timely and colourful
book that introduces children
to incredible work. Refreshingly
contemporarym this book will
serve as inspiration for a new
generation of young artists.
Available 30th Sept at
Waterstones | £14.99 | 9yrs+

Sass & belle Ashley
Farmhouse Weekly
Chalkboard
Get organised and start every
week off on the right foot
with our weekly chalkboard
planner. Featuring a vintagestyle design with shabby
chic detail - R.R.P £18
Sassandbelle.co.uk

Sprout Pencil Launches Happy
Bee Edition Pencils
These are no ordinary pencils.
Zero-waste and made from
100% natural materials
including sustainably harvested
cedar wood, graphite and clay,
these pencils sprout into beefriendly flowers after use.
Cost: £9 (5-pack) |
Available at: amazon.co.uk

mummyandmemagazine.co.uk
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DADDY & ME
WRITTEN BY REGULAR COLUMNIST NEIL SINCLAIR
A.K.A

Navigate by the stars
COMMANDO DAD BIO

Author Neil Sinclair is an ex-Royal Engineer Commando who served three tours in Norway, one in
Belize and six months in Iraq as part of Operation Desert Storm. But none of that prepared him for
the bomb that went off when his first child arrived. Ex-Commando now father of three and bestselling
parenting author lists Prince William, Prince Harry and Andy Murray among his followers and has been
a regular columnist in Mummy and Me Magazine since 2013.
THE BRIEF
Ground: garden, open field or a large park.
Situation: a clear night, in a location with as
little light pollution as possible.
Mission: to use the stars to find where north is
or, to be precise, Polaris (the North Star).
Time: 30 minutes.
KIT LIST:
Torch, to illuminate your path when walking in
open spaces.
Notepad and pen/pencil to draw
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Find the Plough: This constellation is made
of seven stars and as long as you have a clear
night, should be quite easy to identify.
2. Locate the last two stars that make up
the blade section. Then, follow them upwards
in a straight line, four times the distance
between those two stars. There you will find
Polaris, or the North Star. This star sits directly
over the North Pole.

Note
If your trooper enjoyed star spotting, there are a few
other constellations that are easy to spot. The Plough
actually forms part of the constellation Ursa Major (Latin
for Great Bear). Polaris is actually at the end of the tail of
Ursa Minor (or Little Bear). In the South you’ll see Orion’s
Belt and the brightest star in the night sky, Sirius.
For useful resources on how to identify
major constellations, go to the
Mission Adventure section on

commandodad.com

3. Head towards it, and you will be marching
north.
Another way of finding north
There’s another constellation - Cassiopeia - that
can also help find the North Star. Cassiopeia and
the Plough sit opposite each other, and circle
each other around the North Star. therefore, if
the Plough is low or obscured, Cassiopeia will be
high in the sky.
BT: Baby Trooper
MT: mobile trooper. A trooper
that can shuffle, crawl, stand up
and, eventually walk.
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Laura Buckingham and Bex Gunn are co-founder of award-winning and UK top 20 podcast

The Worst Girl Gang Ever.

Dedicated to raising awareness and redefining coversations around miscarriage, they have been embraced
by the baby loss community and are championed spokeswomen for miscarriage and pregnancy loss.
Having accumulated a thriving and fast-growing social media following over the past year, their platform has
become a beacon of light and respite. Together, they are lifting the lid on why opening the conversation on
miscarriage is so important for the mental health of anyone going through it. Their aim is simple - for women
to feel heard and validated through this heart-breaking trauma.
Laura and Bex have come together, bonded by their shared experience of baby loss. Laura’s seven-year
journey to motherhood was marked by an equal number of miscarriages, and unbearable truth which is so
often believed to be unusual. As a woman with three children, Bex was devastated to learn her baby had no
heartbeat at her 12-week scan. She was shocked to find that a woman, capable of carrying three healthy
babies to term, could later be unable to do the same with a fourth.
As a greatly misunderstood phenomenon, miscarriage is widely believed to only be experienced by a few
unlucky women. Laura and Bex have found that fertility and miscarriage are severely under-researched
areas within medical science, and there is a severe lack of sufficient education in schools on the subject.
Conversations about miscarriage and the misconceptions around it, are alarmingly still rife.
In fact, one in four pregnancies end in miscarriage.

@the_worstgirlgang_ever				theworstgirlgangever.co.uk

Confidence
starts in the

water

That moment. When everything else melts away. And their
smile washes over you. That skin-to-skin contact. Nurturing,
bonding and developing in the warmth of the water.
Water confidence builds life confidence, for you and your
baby.
And who better to guide you than the best trained teachers
in the world?
When you’re ready, we’re ready.

01925 243643

waterbabies.co.uk

Classes held

Liverpool, Wigan,
Warrington, Widnes,
St Helens and
surrounding areas

